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The connectivity requirements of stadiums and
other large-scale venues continue to evolve. But
the basics remain the same.
Venue operations teams expect high levels of reliability and resilience from their
communications infrastructure at all times. Visitors to stadiums expect to be able to make
calls, send data and stream video whenever they feel like it, regardless of how many other
fans are doing the same things at exactly the same time.
However, while the requirements remain straightforward, the growing volume of demand
coupled with the increasing dependence of stadium operations teams and of visitor
experience on high quality and resilient connectivity make the consistent delivery of a wide
variety of wireless services ever more challenging.
Over the past five years we have written and posted a lot about this topic, not least because
Real Wireless has done a lot of work in this area. Examples include our involvement with two
of the UK’s premier sporting venues – Wembley Stadium and Tottenham Hotspur Football
Club – and, since 2007, our work with the Football Association. We are also independent
wireless advisors to several more world-class stadiums in the UK. The continually shifting
requirements of all these groups has taught us a great deal.
The commercial benefits and challenges wireless can bring to large venue owners and
stadium operators are still clear and still valid. There’s no doubt that prioritising higher-quality
mobile phone coverage can deliver an overall improved visitor experience. Of course Wi-Fi is
heavily in demand – and visitors expect it to be available – but it can’t always be relied upon
to deliver on user expectations when it’s needed, especially at times of very high demand and
in large volume areas such as stadium bowls.
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So what is the prime objective for wireless network planning decisions in stadiums? Simply
put, it is to ensure that wireless supports, enables and enhances the safe operation of the
venue in the most efficient way possible for the business. That includes operational issues
such as safety and security, staff communications, ticketing and health and safety.It will also
include emergency services communications, broadcasting and connectivity for event owner
or other businesses operating on-site. The secondary objective – becoming increasingly
important – is to deliver an enhanced ‘fan experience’ to visitors.
That’s why the fundamental Real Wireless recommendations continue to hold true: wireless
technology options, coverage and capacity need to be planned from the ground up. They
need to be part of construction projects (or reconstruction projects) – not an afterthought. The
venue will benefit by taking a holistic view of their wireless communications needs i.e., look at
all the requirements together and decide which technologies – PMR radios, Wi-Fi, cellular, IOT
etc. – can best deliver to these requirements for the long term. The fast-evolving 4G and 5G
standards could, for example, allow venue owners to consider alternatives to the traditional
PMR radio solution used by the operational teams in a venue.
That goes for the wireless network infrastructure and technologies too. In particular, both
need to be forward-looking, and to encompass changing device profiles. These days not just
phones, but tablets and computers may need connectivity. In turn, user and infrastructure
needs will also change. Venues need to be ready.
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As if that wasn’t enough, a venue must also focus on enhanced safety and security for visitors
and staff. Wireless communication in a venue now has to be suitably robust to be available
to anyone who will need it in emergencies. It also needs to be protected: wireless services
relied upon by all staff need to be secure and robust in the face of hacking or eavesdropping
attempts.
In recent years of course, there’s been an additional safety challenge. It’s true that COVID-19
has had an impact on venues from a business perspective. However, it has also forced
permanent changes to safety protocols. Businesses have had to adapt to reassure visitors
that a stadium or club is investing in technology as part of its efforts to do all it can to protect
the health, physical wellbeing and security of its visitors and staff. We have seen how mobile
phones have been used by staff and visitors at stadium entry points to carry the ticket and
the health certificate required to gain entry – the reliance on wireless connectivity leading up
to and at the point of entry has suddenly taken on a far greater meaning as it may delay or
even stop people gaining entry to the venue if it does not deliver.
Today, remote access to club facilities and support for electronic ticketing have become
essential additions to the functions of wireless network infrastructure in stadiums. For some
venue owners, more controversial security technologies like facial recognition are either in use
or under consideration. But, aside from operational priorities, the main function of stadium
connectivity – connecting visitors with the outside world to give them an enhanced and
more engaged visitor experience – is becoming increasingly important and is making more
demands on wireless infrastructure.
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Look, for example, at what’s happening at major venues for tier one sporting events in the
US. At Super Bowl 2022 34TB of wireless data was transmitted during key parts of the game;
there were over 57,000 simultaneous connections.
It wasn’t always like this. Historically, venues and building owners have relied on outside-in
networks for mobile connectivity – that is, connecting visitors from inside a venue to ‘public’
mobile networks located outside the grounds.
It’s true that there are opportunities to optimise such networks – to make full or better use of
public network capacity. But Real Wireless realised early on that more and more large venues
would, over time, start to demand more control over their own mobile communications
infrastructure.
That being the case, for some owners and operations teams, it may make sense to turn to
private networks to give venues more control over how much coverage is available, along
with where and when it is available. There’s an important security angle too: private networks
can offer infrastructure tailored to provide far more control over access rights.
Major venues are also starting to consider what 5G networks can offer. However, while it
can make sense to look at 5G in some applications, 5G may not actually be necessary yet. A
mature LTE/4G solution, with 5G-ready architecture, can deliver the services needed today,
and, importantly, will be sufficiently future-proof for upgrading in the coming years when 5G is
ready to be implemented across the board.
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Private networks. Public networks. 5G. LTE/4G. Wi-Fi. Business requirements. Safety. Security.
The visitor experience. There are many considerations. But how do you know which wireless
solution is right for your needs?
Real Wireless is able to provide venue owners independent and expert advice on these
challenges and on the solutions that best suit your stadium or venue. With a team made up
of many leading experts in wireless solutions for major stadiums and other large public venues
across Europe, Real Wireless can advise on everything from choice of technology and choice
of vendors to security considerations, business planning and current spectrum policy – on
which we regularly advise governments and regulators.
And, coming back to the point that started this analysis, we have done a lot of work in this
area. Real Wireless has had significant experience working with venue operational teams and
the mobile industry to help deliver solutions for stadium wireless infrastructure that makes the
best use of network capacity.
Our team of experts regularly advises major venues on a wide range of issues. They include
independent and impartial advice on the wireless industry ecosystem; current technical
indoor and outdoor challenges; emerging technologies and support for a variety of devices ,
all of which are brought together with our in depth understanding of the operational needs of
stadium owners at the most critical time, event days.
Contact Real Wireless to find out more about the work we do for venues and how our team of
experts can help you to maximise the potential of wireless to ensure that you run a business
that is more efficient, and secure – and more competitive, more profitable and much more
attractive to your visitors.
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Real Wireless is the world’s leading independent wireless
advisory firm. Its network of experts includes engineers,
physicists, economists, security advisors, business strategists
and deployment specialists. Real Wireless clients benefit from
a comprehensive portfolio of specialists and custom tools that
analyse radio network performance, techno-economic impact
and the business model implications of wireless systems. With
this unmatched resource Real Wireless is able to advise wireless
users in any sector, as well as governments, mobile operators,
regulators and technology companies.
Real Wireless has applied this unique range of technical
and strategic expertise to some of the UK’s biggest wireless
infrastructure projects – from major stadium connectivity to
shopping malls to transport systems.
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